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Multifunctional High Entropy Alloys Enabled by Severe
Lattice Distortion

Hang Wang, Quanfeng He, Xiang Gao, Yinghui Shang, Wenqing Zhu, Weijiang Zhao,
Zhaoqi Chen, Hao Gong, and Yong Yang*

Since 2004, the design of high entropy alloys (HEAs) has generated significant
interest within the materials science community due to their exceptional
structural and functional properties. By incorporating multiple principal
elements into a common lattice, it is possible to create a single-phase crystal
with a highly distorted lattice. This unique feature enables HEAs to offer a
promising combination of mechanical and physical properties that are not
typically observed in conventional alloys. In this article, an extensive overview
of multifunctional HEAs that exhibit severe lattice distortion is provided,
covering the theoretical models that are developed to understand lattice
distortion, the experimental and computational methods employ to
characterize lattice distortion, and most importantly, the impact of severe
lattice distortion on the mechanical, physical and electrochemical properties
of HEAs. Through this review, it is hoped to stimulate further research into
the study of distorted lattices in crystalline solids.

1. Introduction

Throughout history, human civilization has been greatly influ-
enced by the discovery and development of new materials. His-
torical epochs have been named after the most significant ma-
terials that were developed and widely used, such as the Bronze
Age and Iron Age.[1–4] Traditionally, the development of metals
has been based on one or two principal metallic elements with
minor alloying elements used for property enhancement. For ex-
ample, the addition of zinc to copper created bronze, which had
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higher strength and better ductility.[5] Simi-
larly, the addition of carbon and chromium
to iron produced stainless steel, which
had higher strength and better corrosion
resistance.[6,7] This traditional paradigm
for alloy design has been successfully fol-
lowed for many useful alloys over the
past millennia.[8] However, in 2004, Yeh
et al.[9] and Cantor et al.[10] proposed a
new alloy design paradigm that involves
mixing five or more principal elements
in an equimolar or near-equimolar ra-
tio. These multi-principal element alloys
(MPEAs) or high entropy alloys (HEAs)
have no unique base elements,[11,12] but
exhibit fascinating mechanical, physical,
and electrochemical properties.[11–14] Fur-
thermore, Yeh et al.[15,16] proposed four
“core effects” for HEAs, namely the high
entropy effect, sluggish diffusion, lattice

distortion, and chemical “cocktail” effect, which have been exten-
sively invoked to rationalize the excellent properties of HEAs in
the literature.[17–21] Among these “core effects”, lattice distortion
has been considered the fundamental factor contributing to the
impressive properties of HEAs.[19–21 ]

In the field of materials science, it is widely agreed that al-
loying different-sized elements into a common lattice results
in a distorted lattice, which displaces the constituent atoms
from their ideal positions, giving rise to the lattice distor-
tion effect.[16,22,23] The lattice distortion effect induces a highly
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fluctuating elastic stress/strain field in HEAs, which has been
demonstrated to be vital in dislocation behavior.[24,25] Addi-
tionally, lattice distortion helps stabilize a thermodynamically
nonequilibrium state, which reduces the energy barrier for
active species such as electrons and ions.[26,27] Consequently,
HEAs with a distorted lattice exhibit more impressive multi-
functional properties than conventional alloys, such as super
elasticity,[28] outstanding strength and plasticity,[29–31] high ther-
moelectric performance,[32] distinctive irradiation resistance[33,34]

and promising catalytic efficiency.[35,36]

The unique combination of mechanical and physical prop-
erties in HEAs expands their application scenarios and makes
them more versatile than conventional alloys. For example, con-
ventional ferromagnetic Fe─Ni and Fe─Co-based Elinvar alloys
cannot function properly in a magnetic environment due to
their Elinvar effect being closely related to the magnetic phase
transition.[37] However, a newly developed B2 (CoNi)50(TiZrHf)50
HEA exhibits a strong Elinvar effect of non-magnetic origin due
to severe lattice distortion,[28] making them applicable in com-
plex and extreme environments. The face-centered cubic (FCC)
Cantor alloy (FeCoNiCrMn) is also renowned for its combination
of high fracture toughness at cryogenic temperatures[38] and ir-
radiation resistance.[34,39] These findings are intriguing and call
for more attention to the development of multifunctional HEAs.
In this article, we will review the thermodynamics and microme-
chanics that govern lattice distortion in both conventional alloys
and HEAs together with the experimental and computational
characterization of lattice distortion in HEAs. Specifically, we will
discuss and exemplify the effects of lattice distortion on the me-
chanical properties, transport properties, irradiation resistance,
and catalytic properties of HEAs.

2. The Concept of Lattice Distortion

2.1. Lattice Distortion as Heterogeneous Elastic Strain Field

The concept of lattice distortion has a well-established history in
physical metallurgy. As depicted in Figure 1a,b, the incorporation
of solute atoms into a metal results in local lattice distortion due
to the difference in atomic size and elastic modulus between the
solute and solvent atoms (note that the atomic size data for vari-
ous elements can be found in Ref. [40]). From a thermodynamic
viewpoint, local lattice distortion results from the minimization
of the Gibbs free energy of the alloy.[41,42] In the case of conven-
tional dilute solid solutions, the field of elastic atomic displace-
ment ui, which characterizes the local distortion, is obtained from
the classic Eshelby theory[43,44 ]

ui =
e∞jk

8𝜋 (1 − 𝜈)
∫
V

gijk
dv
r2

(1)

where ejk
∞ denotes a remote finite strain; 𝜈 is the Poisson’s ratio;

r is the distance of the solute atom to the point of interest, and
gijk is a function of the coordinates of the point of interest relative
to the solute atom. As per Equation (1), lattice distortion rises
with the Poisson ratio, with a minimum being reached at 𝜈 = −1
and a maximum at 𝜈 = 0.5. Nonetheless, the influence of lattice
distortion wanes briskly with a rise in distance from the dilute

atom. In a region far from the solute atom, Equation (1) becomes
to ui(x) ∝ 1

r2
.

The existence of elastic fields [Equation (1)] makes it challeng-
ing for defects, such as dislocations, to move since elastic inter-
actions can hinder their motion efficiently. As per Refs. [45–47],
the size and modulus difference between the solute and solvent
atoms dictate the elastic interaction. For dilute solutions with-
out solute–solute interactions, Fleischer[48,49] derived the critical
stress 𝜏c at which a dislocation can surmount solute pinning

𝜏c = f 3∕2
0 c1∕2

b(2Td)1∕2 where b is the Burger’s vector; f0 is a function of

size and modulus difference; c is the solute concentration and
Td is the dislocation line tension. In contrast, Labusch[50] consid-
ered elastic interactions among neighboring solutes and derived

the critical de-pinning stress as 𝜏c = C
f 4∕3
0 w1∕3c2∕3

b(4Td)1∕3 where w is the

range of the interaction force and C is a numerical constant. Here
we note that the Labusch model can operate throughout the con-
centration range, making it much more versatile than the Fleis-
cher model which only applies to dilute solid solutions.[14,51]

The mean field approach, which includes Eshelby theory[52]

and Labusch model,[50] can accurately describe lattice distortion
and its associated elastic stress fields around solute atoms in con-
ventional alloys. However, extending this technique to concen-
trated solutions proves to be challenging, particularly when so-
lute atoms become indistinguishable from the solvent atoms, as
depicted in Figure 1c. At this point, atoms must relocate away
from their ideal lattice positions, creating a severe lattice dis-
tortion and a highly fluctuating elastic stress field that seem-
ingly elevates the total energy of the entire lattice. This situation
prompts an intriguing question: why and how can the lattice be
severely distorted if such an adjustment can significantly increase
its energy? In response to this inquiry, one may first assume that
atomic displacement does not occur even when different-sized
atoms are inserted into a common lattice. In such instances, it is
conceivable that the constituent atoms become either stretched-
out or squeezed-in, thereby fitting into the lattice structure. If the
atomic size change is assumed to be purely elastic, Ye et al.[53] de-
rived the elastic strain 𝜖i experienced by the ith element with the
concentration ci, which corresponds to the average elastic strain⟨𝜀⟩ =

n∑
j = 1

cj𝜀j = 0 , and the variability of the elastic strain field

as 𝜀RMS =
√∑

ci𝜀
2
i , which demonstrates a connection with the

elastic energy accumulation in the lattice structure.[53] This met-
ric 𝜖RMS may also function as an indicator for evaluating the sta-
bility of such structures.[11,53,54]

When atoms are permitted to deviate from their ideal lat-
tice positions, their movement could cause partial relaxation of
the elastic energy accumulation due to atomic size changes, re-
sulting in a reduction of E1 (Figure 1d). Simultaneously, the
atomic displacements also alter the lattice shape, thereby increas-
ing the elastic energy by an amount of E2 (Figure 1d). Essen-
tially, lattice distortion is favorable from an energy standpoint
when E1 > E2. According to Ref. [23], lattice distortion is in-
fluenced not only by atomic size differences but also by the Poi-
son’s ratio (𝜈). Similar to lattice distortion in conventional alloys
strengthened by solute, lattice distortion in high entropy materi-
als also rises with the Poisson ratio according to the model of Ye
et al.[23]
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Figure 1. Schematic plot of local distorted lattice in a) conventional solid solution alloys where the solute atom is larger than the solvent atom,
b) conventional solid solution alloys where the solute atom is smaller than the solvent atom, and c) high entropy alloys. d) The schematic illustra-
tion of a lattice experiencing volume change and shape change in a multicomponent alloy system.

2.2. Lattice Distortion as “Misfit Volumes”

Aside from the elastic approach proposed by Ye et al.,[23,53] which
considers lattice distortion as the result of minimizing elastic
energy. Another approach is the phenomenological model that
treats each constituent atom in HEAs as a “solute” atom em-
bedded in an average “matrix”.[55–57] The local atomic misfit
volume is characterized in the latter approach, and defined as
Δ Vn =

∑
m

cm ⟨ΔVn∕m⟩ , where 〈ΔVn/m〉 represents the aver-

age volume change caused by replacing one type-m atom with
type-n atom.[55–57] The atomic misfit volume leads to deviation
from perfect lattice sites and eventually results in lattice dis-
tortion. To quantify this distortion, Nöhring et al.[58] proposed

the root mean square displacement of atoms (urms) from the ex-

act lattice positions urms ≈

√
3∑
p

NT∑
m

cm

N∑
i

(u(m)
i,p )

2
where NT is to-

tal number of constituent elements; N is the total number of
lattice sites and u(m)

i,p is the p-component of misfit-induced dis-
placement vector at lattice site i generated by type-m solute, as
illustrated in Figure 2a,b. Furthermore, Nöhring et al.[58] demon-
strated a correlation between urms and the misfit volume param-

eter 𝛿 =
√∑

n
cnΔV2

n ∕b3 through the equation urms = k ×

b × 𝛿4/3 by following the plasticity strengthening theories and
the “average alloy” potential developed by Varvenne et al.,[55,59,60]

where b is the Burgers vector and k is a coefficient that depends
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Figure 2. a) Displacement field created by a single solute in the average “matrix”. b) Displacement of an atom at position i created by the sum of the
displacements at site i generated by all of the surrounding solutes on-site j. Reproduced with permission.[58] Copyright 2019, Elsevier. The sketch of
the solid angle around c) the largest atom and d) the smallest atom. r̄ is the average atomic radius. Reproduced with permission.[62] Copyright 2015,
Elsevier.

on the compositions of the HEAs (e.g., k ≈ 1.2 for Cr─Fe─Ni and
k ≈ 0.7 for Mo─Nb─V).

2.3. Lattice Distortion as Atomic Size/Angle Difference

The averaged atomic size difference in HEAs was quantified
by Zhang et al.[61] in 2008 using an empirical parameter 𝛿 =√

n∑
i = 1

ci(1 − ri∕
n∑

j = 1
cjrj)

2

, where n is the number of constituent

elements; ci and cj are the atomic percentage of the ith and
jth elements respectively; ri and rj represent the atomic size of
the ith and jth elements respectively. Wang et al.[62] developed
two geometric parameters that consider the difference of solid
angles around the largest and smallest atoms in HEAs: 𝜔L =

1 −
√

1 − (r̄)2∕(rL + r̄)2 and 𝜔S = 1 −
√

1 − (r̄)2∕(rS + r̄)2

(see Figure 2c,d), where 𝜔L and 𝜔S are solid angles around the
largest and smallest atoms respectively; r̄ is the averaged atomic
radius; rL and rS are the atomic radius of the largest and smallest
atoms respectively. While these empirical parameters only con-
sider the atomic size effect with an assumption that atoms be-
have as rigid “balls”, they serve as the first indicator of possible
lattice distortion in HEAs, where larger values indicate severe lat-
tice distortion.[11]

2.4. Lattice Distortion versus Chemical Short-Range
Ordering/Demixing

Excessive lattice distortion in random solid solutions can result in
phase transitions or amorphization, indicating that lattice distor-
tion may promote chemical ordering or elemental segregation,
as discussed in Ref. [53] For random alloys with significant atomic
size misfit, severely distorted lattices are favored in theory,[23,53] as
shown in Figure 3. However, achieving complete chemical ran-
domness is only feasible at very high temperatures,[2] and at in-
termediate or low temperatures, chemical short-range ordering
(CSRO) is almost inevitable in HEAs after thermal annealing.
The formation of CSRO may release some of the elastic energies
caused by local lattice variations, making it more thermodynam-
ically favorable, as depicted in Figure 3. However, lattice distor-
tion in real HEAs can also hinder the kinetics of CSRO forma-
tion. For instance, He et al.[63] demonstrated that the formation
of CSRO in FCC FeCoNiCr after thermal annealing was difficult
due to lattice distortion. Despite the growing interest in CSRO
studies,[64–68] the relationship between CSRO and lattice distor-
tion remains an open issue.[69,70]

In summary, while empirical parameters such as atomic
size/angle difference,[61,62] have been widely employed as indica-
tors for the degree of lattice distortion in HEAs, it is important to
note that lattice distortion is physically linked to a heterogeneous
strain field. This field is generated by the contraction/dilation of
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Figure 3. Schematic plot of a random solid solution with severe lattice distortion in comparison to the CSRO-containing solid solution with less lattice
distortion.

atomic volumes and the deviation of atoms from their positions
in an ideal lattice. Moreover, according to previous works,[23] the
average strains (either normal or shear) associated with lattice
distortion in HEAs is negligibly small. Therefore, fundamentally,
lattice distortion is characterized by the fluctuation or variation
of lattice strains, which can be also connected to the variation of
elastic energy[23,53] and misfit volumes.[55–57] Following this rea-
soning, a “severely” distorted lattice could be interpreted as a lat-
tice with a highly fluctuating strain field. According to the Lin-
deman criterion,[71] the maximum variation of the lattice strain
field, as quantified by the standard deviation of the correspond-
ing normal strains, can reach ≈10% before the distorted crystal
becomes thermodynamically unstable.

3. Characterization of Lattice Distortion

In the early literature of HEAs, X-ray diffraction (XRD) was
once used to characterize lattice distortion, which was inter-
preted as peak broadening in the XRD profile.[17,72] However,
caution must be taken during sample preparation for XRD mea-
surement to minimize the local lattice strain caused by defects
such as dislocations.[73] Because of the minimal impact of lattice
distortion on the interplanar spacing of a pristine lattice[23,53,73]

and some unavoidable factors, such as sample absorption and
electron cloud scattering, it is indeed challenging to accurately
determine intrinsic lattice strain using XRD. In comparison
to XRD, high-energy synchrotron X-ray diffraction and neu-
tron scattering can more effectively assess atomic-scale lattice
distortion.[74–79] Total scattering data from these methods can
produce the atomic pair distribution function (PDF), which of-
fers information on inter-atomic positions with real space ac-
curacy to within a thousandth of an angstrom through Fourier
transformation.[80] The reduced PDF G(r) can be derived from
the experimentally obtained structure function[81–83] G (r) =
2
𝜋
∫ Q [S(Q) − 1]sin(Qr)dQ , where r is the interatomic distance;

Q = 4𝜋sin𝜃/𝜆 is the scattering vector in which 𝜃 is half of the
scattering angle and 𝜆 is the X-ray or neutron wavelength. By
comparison, G(r) for a perfect crystalline structure can be sim-

ply expressed as[82] Gr
c = 1

r

∑
i,j

[
bibj⟨b⟩2 𝛿(r − rij)] − 4𝜋r𝜌0, where

bi and bj are the scattering length of atom i and j, respectively;

rij is the distance between atom i and j; <b> is the average scat-
tering length; 𝛿(r − rij) is the delta function and 𝜌0 is the aver-
age atom number density. In principle, any local structural vari-
ations can be derived through the difference between G(r) and
Gr

c. Figure 4a,b demonstrate the reduced PDF G(r) of a variety
of BCC refractory HEAs. In contrast to the sharp PDF peaks
in the alloys without Zr and Hf, the Zr- and/or Hf-containing
alloys clearly exhibit a single broad PDF peak across the first
and second atomic shells (Figure 4b), suggestive of strong lattice
distortion.[79]

State-of-the-art transmission electron microscopy (TEM) tech-
niques have been employed as an alternative method to as-
sess lattice strain in various materials.[84–89] Achieving a spatial
resolution of at least 0.001 nm is required to resolve 1% lat-
tice strain over a lattice spacing of 0.2 nm. Therefore, imag-
ing a distorted lattice is challenging. Furthermore, interpreting
TEM images with respect to a distorted lattice requires caution.
A 2D projection of a distorted lattice may be an artifact pro-
duced by sample thickness and crystalline defects in a high-
resolution TEM image,[20,73] or by scan coil misalignment and
image drift in a high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) image.[90–92] To elimi-
nate such artifacts, several image correction and post-processing
methods have been developed.[92–94] As the lattice strains are
often measured or computed from TEM and STEM images
with reference to an “unstrained” region,[16,84,95] the selection
of the reference region is crucial in determining lattice strains.
Figure 5a illustrates HADDF-STEM images of FeCoNiCrMn free
from defects (e.g., dislocations),[24] which enables the calcula-
tion of lattice strain using the Geometric Phase Analysis (GPA)
method (Figure 5b).[67,96,97] Interestingly, the heterogeneous lat-
tice strains found in FeCoNiCrMn demonstrate a fractal-like sta-
tistical characteristic,[24] as seen in Figure 5c. In addition to di-
rect TEM imaging, Shao et al.[98] applied the scanning electron
nanodiffraction (SEND) technique[99] to determine lattice distor-
tion in HEAs. By carefully studying the distance change between
diffraction beams, the authors finally obtained the strain map-
ping for FCC Al0.1CrFeCoNi, as shown in Figure 5d,e. Interest-
ingly, the strain field determined by SEND is heterogenous and
resembles a statistical fractal (Figure 5f), which is similar to the
results of GPA.[Figure 5b,c][98]
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Figure 4. a) The reduced PDFs of refractory alloys. b) The enlarged views of the first and second atomic shells for HfNbTaTiZr, HfNbTiZr, and NbTiVZr
alloys. The red and blue dashed lines indicate the ideal positions of the first and second shells respectively. Reproduced with permission.[79] Copyright
2020, Elsevier.

Apart from the experimental methods, atomistic simulations,
such as molecular dynamics simulations and first-principles
calculations, have been utilized to characterize lattice distor-
tion in HEAs.[23,65,100–104] Notably, previous studies have com-
monly employed atomic bond length as a metric for lattice
distortion.[23,65,100–103] For instance, Oh et al.[101] examined the lo-
cal bond distortion in a special quasi-random structure (SQS) su-
percell of FeCoNiCrMn by analyzing the first nearest neighbor
(1NN) bonds for the Mn atoms (Figure 6a,b). The authors ex-
tracted the mean values of the distribution using Gaussian fits
and compared them with results obtained from the extended X-
ray absorption fine structure (Figure 6b), which showed good
agreement.[101] Remarkably, the mean values of the atomic bond
lengths were found to be one order of magnitude lower than the
corresponding standard deviations. This behavior indicates that
lattice distortion should be characterized by the magnitude of
fluctuations in atomic bond length or angle, rather than by their
volume-averaged value.[101] In other words, the averaged lattice
strain in a distorted lattice is insignificant compared to the strain
fluctuations, which is consistent with the geometric model devel-
oped by Ye et al.[23,53] Song et al.[103] also investigated the lattice
distortion in BCC refractory HEAs and FCC 3d HEAs by compar-
ing the 1NN-5NN atomic bond lengths, which revealed a much
more pronounced distortion in the former.

Atomic displacement is another metric that can be used to
quantify lattice distortion.[58,103,104] The total atomic displacement
includes both dynamic and static components at finite tempera-

tures, but only the static component is linked to lattice distortion,
as shown in Figure 6c. Okamoto et al.[104] used synchrotron X-ray
diffraction at 25 K to characterize the square of static atomic dis-
placements in FeCoNiCrMn, which was found to be 23.5 pm2 and
matched the average value of mean-square atomic displacements
(MSADs) obtained by first-principles calculations (Figure 6d).[104]

The MSADs of Cr and Mn were found to be larger than those of
other elements, consistent with the strongest bond length vari-
ation for Cr and Mn in FeCoNiCrMn reported by Oh et al.[101]

(Figure 6d), indicating severe local distortion around Cr and Mn
atoms. Similarly, Song et al.[103] employed atomic displacement
in their first-principles calculations to study lattice distortion,
which showed an approximately positive linear relationship with
the empirical atomic size mismatch parameter 𝛿.[61]

As aforementioned, distorted lattices in HEAs exhibit both vol-
umetric and shear strains.[22,53,105] To describe the heterogeneous
strain field, Ye et al.[23] conducted extensive density function the-
ory (DFT) calculations for CoCrFeNi and its sub-systems. Ini-
tially, the authors constructed a non-distorted lattice by relaxing
the structure without altering the shape of the FCC unit cells
(i.e., without shear strains).[23] They then lifted the prior restric-
tions on the shape of unit cells and performed further structure
relaxation to calculate the heterogeneous strain field in the dis-
torted lattice.[23] Figure 7a shows typical contour plots of local lat-
tice strain components in CoCrFeNi, which fluctuate from atom
to atom, similar to the experimental results shown in Figure 5.
However, the average volumetric and shear strains in the

Adv. Mater. 2023, 2305453 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2305453 (6 of 20)
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Figure 5. a) The HAADF-STEM image with the (011) zone axis. b) The strain mapping along the (111) direction. c) The correlation between the RMS
residual strain from the experiment and the scan size. Reproduced with permission.[24] Copyright 2022, PNAS. d) The strain mapping along the (220)
direction. e) The line profiles were drawn from (d). f) The correlation between intensity P(k) and spatial frequency k. Reproduced with permission.[98]

Copyright 2021, Elsevier.

distorted alloys are both close to zero, as illustrated in Figure 7b,
indicating no net volume and shape change in the distorted al-
loys. These findings support the notion that lattice distortion
should be characterized by strain fluctuations rather than av-
erage strains, which is consistent with the results reported in
Ref. [101].

To sum up, characterizing lattice distortion, whether through
experimental or computational means, involves quantifying the
heterogeneous lattice strain field. The first crucial step is to
establish a reference lattice. In experimental techniques, such
as TEM, the reference lattice can be determined by creating a
“virtual” average lattice using the GPA method from a selected
region,[96] or by identifying an unstrained region in nanobeam
electron diffraction methods.[73] The accuracy of the determined
lattice distortion relies on factors such as TEM spatial resolu-
tion, 2D projection nature, and sample thickness. On the other
hand, total scattering methods provide volume-average informa-
tion about lattice distortion based on the PDF.[73] In atomistic
simulations, like molecular dynamics (MD) or DFT, the refer-
ence lattice can be constructed by assuming randomly packed
atoms without static displacement from their ideal positions.
This approach results in a reference lattice with a nearly iden-
tical lattice constant to the distorted lattice.[23] In other words,
the average strains associated with lattice distortion can be ne-
glected. Consequently, lattice distortion manifests as variation in
the strain field,[23,53] which generally agrees with experimental
findings.[53]

4. Mechanical Properties

4.1. Superelasticity and Elinvar Effect

According to the Ashby plot shown in Figure 8a, conventional
crystalline alloys typically have an elastic strain limit below 1%
at room temperature due to the activation of crystalline defects
such as dislocations.[106] In contrast, shape memory alloys,[107]

strain glass alloys,[108–110] and Gum metals[111] can exhibit re-
covery strains of several percent. However, the superelastic-
ity in these alloys originates from stress-induced phase trans-
formation (e.g., martensitic phase transition), which often in-
volves significant energy dissipation or mechanical hysteresis,
constraining their use in applications that require high en-
ergy storage efficiency.[112–115] Recently, He et al.[28] developed
a superelastic (CoNi)50(TiZrHf)50 HEA with an elastic limit of
≈2% (Figure 8a). Remarkably, this superelasticity arises from
the large dislocation glide barriers that are enhanced by the
severe lattice distortion, rather than any stress-induced phase
transition before overall yielding. Consequently, this HEA ex-
hibits a low loss factor and is free of mechanical hystere-
sis, which means that its energy storage efficiency is close to
100%. This performance outperforms that of any superelas-
tic materials previously reported.[116] Since atomistic simula-
tions in Refs. [65,100] suggest that lattice distortion can reduce
the elastic modulus while increasing the yield strength, an im-
proved elastic strain limit could possibly be achieved through

Adv. Mater. 2023, 2305453 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2305453 (7 of 20)
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Figure 6. a) Projection plot of an employed SQS model on the (110) plane. The black arrows mark the 1NN bonds for Mn atoms. b) The distribution
of local bond distortion. Reproduced with permission.[101] Copyright 2016, MDPI. c) Schematic illustration of an energy-position curve for a harmonic
oscillator in the ideal and distorted lattice. d) The calculated MSAD for various constituent atoms in FeCoNiCrMn. Reproduced with permission.[104]

Copyright 2016, American Institute of Physics.

increasing the degree of lattice distortion.[28,106] Moreover, it is
worth pointing out that, unlike strain glass alloys,[117,118] lat-
tice distortion-induced superelasticity in HEAs is strain rate
independent.[28]

In principle, decreasing structural defects with temperature
increases elastic moduli, counteracting the decreasing moduli
due to thermal expansion, resulting in temperature-independent
elastic moduli (Elinvar effect) as seen in Figure 8b.[28] Fol-
lowing this concept, Wang et al.[119] derived that the maxi-
mum temperature for the lattice distortion-induced Elinvar ef-
fect (TEl) depends on the defect concentration (c) through the
equation TEl ∝ 𝛼𝛽U0

Cv
c, where 𝛼 is a dimensionless constant

(≈1); 𝛽 is a parameter directly related to the anharmonicity of
an interatomic potential (≈40 for crystals[120]); U0 is the cohe-
sive energy and Cv is the constant specific heat. Accordingly,
such non-magnetic originated Elinvar effect should be favorable
when the defect is adequate and can be tuned by temperature.
For HEAs, lattice distortion is associated with a lattice strain
or an effective molar fraction of lattice defects of ≈10−2[53,121]

and can be easily tailored through lattice expansion at high
temperatures,[28] making HEAs a good candidate for Elinvar al-
loy. Further studies demonstrated that a reduced lattice distor-

tion, which is revealed through alloying Fe into the Elinvar alloy
(CoNi)50(TiZrHf)50, indeed induces a decline in the Elinvar ef-
fect (Figure 8b). In addition, the temperature range of the lattice
distortion-induced Elinvar effect is wider than that for the Gum
metal (Ti73.2Nb23Ta0.7Zr2O1.2),[111] Fe63.4Mn30.62Si5.31C0.67,[37] and
the strain glass alloys (i.e., Ti49.2Ni50.8

[122] and Mn60Cu40
[123]), as

shown in Figure 8c.

4.2. Strength-Plasticity Synergy

The interaction between lattice defects and microstructure is the
underlying mechanism for the plastic properties of crystalline
solids, and the behavior of lattice defects can be understood
thermodynamically from the energy barriers for defect activa-
tion and the free energy changes caused by defect motion.[125]

Mean-field approaches were used to fully study these mecha-
nisms for conventional alloys, as discussed in Section 2 (Sup-
porting Information). However, due to the heterogeneous strain
field in HEAs,[24,98] mean-field theories are no longer appropri-
ate. To investigate plasticity in FeCoNiCrMn, Li et al.[24] developed
a 3D discrete dislocation dynamics (DDD) simulation approach
by incorporating the heterogeneous strain field obtained from

Adv. Mater. 2023, 2305453 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2305453 (8 of 20)
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Figure 7. a) The contour plots and b) the distributions of the volumetric strain 𝜖m and shear strain 𝜖xy. Reproduced with permission.[23] Copyright 2018,
Elsevier.

experiments (Figure 5b) into DDD simulations. Figure 9a shows
the initial dislocations embedded in the simulation cells. In the
presence of the heterogeneous strain field, dislocations can mul-
tiply and be activated in multiple slip systems through the en-
hanced Frank–Read source mechanism, leading to extensive dis-
location forest strengthening. Furthermore, dislocations become
wavy as they traverse the heterogeneous strain field, as shown in
Figure 9b. Their movement is slowed down in regions of com-
pressive stresses and accelerated in regions of tensile stresses,
leading to an apparent local pinning effect that makes overall dis-
location movement sluggish, increases dislocation densities and
improves the strength of the distorted alloy. The heterogeneous
strain field also favors double cross-slips (Figure 9c) as well as
the formation of multiple jogs (Figure 9d), improving the overall
plasticity of the distorted alloy. However, all these effects related
to the strength–plasticity synergy disappear in the absence of the
heterogeneous strain field.[24]

The lattice distortion-induced strengthening in HEAs has
been theoretically modeled from the perspective of solid solu-
tion strengthening.[51,59,60,126–130] To extend the original Labusch
model[50] to concentrated multicomponent solid solutions, Toda-
Caraballo et al. accounted for solute–solute interactions and em-
bedded lattice distortion in an interatomic spacing matrix.[131]

Varvenne et al.[59,60] also proposed a theory for random FCC
HEAs, in which the interaction of dislocations with misfit vol-
umes of solutes results in the strengthening effect. The random
distribution of solutes induces local energy fluctuations, convert-

ing an initially straight dislocation line into a wavy configura-
tion in order to minimize the total energy of the entire alloy
system, which is consistent with the observations in the DDD
simulations[24] (Figure 9). For BCC HEAs, Rao et al.[128] extended
the Suzuki model[132,133] to predict their strengths, in which the
dominant strengthening mechanism is the impedance of kink
glide by solutes. In comparison, Maresca et al.[129] proposed a
strengthening theory in the framework developed by Varvenne
et al.,[59,60] which considers strengthening by jog formation as ev-
idenced in experiments at high temperatures. Unlike the tradi-
tional perspective of screw dominance in BCC alloys,[13] Maresca
et al.[130] proposed that the strength in BCC HEAs can be con-
trolled by edge dislocations due to the large energy barriers cre-
ated by random solute environments.

In addition to simulations and theories, increasing experi-
ments have verified the positive effect of lattice distortion on
the strength–plasticity synergy witnessed in HEAs. Sohn et al.[29]

found severe lattice distortion in VCoNi, which manifests as the
largest value of mean square atom displacement (MSAD1/2) com-
pared to a variety of FCC HEAs (Figure 10a). With increasing
strain in the distorted lattice, planar dislocation glide was pre-
dominant at the early stage of plasticity (Figure 10b), followed by
the formation of dense dislocation networks possibly due to cross
slips (Figure 10c,d), which impedes mobile dislocations, thereby
enhancing the dislocation storage ability for strain hardening.
As a result, this distorted alloy exhibits both high yield strength
(≈1 GPa) and ductility (≈38%). Wang et al.[25] found that the

Adv. Mater. 2023, 2305453 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2305453 (9 of 20)
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Figure 8. a) Ashby plot of elastic modulus versus yield strength.[124] The inset shows the stress–strain curves of (CoNi)50(TiZrHf)50. b) Young’s modulus
versus temperature of the (CoNi)50-x(TiZrHf)50Fex (x = 0, 2, 5 and 10) alloys compared with other metallic materials, such as medium-entropy alloys
and bulk metallic glasses (BMGs). E0 = Young’s modulus at room temperature. c) Elastic modulus versus temperature of the distorted HEAs compared
with other Elinvar alloys. Reproduced with permission.[28,119] Copyright 2022, Springer Nature. Copyright 2023, AIP.

moving dislocation would increase lattice distortion in the slip
channels (Figure 11a,b) in BCC Ti50Zr18Nb15V12Al5 HEA by
destroying local chemical order, resulting in dislocation pile-
ups and the activation of secondary slip channels as seen in
Figure 11c,d. As a result, this alloy exhibited a yield strength of
980 MPa and fracture strain of 24.7% under tension at room tem-
perature.

Lattice distortion also has a significant influence on mechani-
cal properties at elevated temperatures. Lee et al.[121,134] studied
the effect of lattice distortion on the mechanical performance
of BCC NbTaTiV HEA at both room and elevated temperatures.
Through heat treatments, the initial compositional segregation
was eliminated, and the lattice distortion effect was maximized,
resulting in a compressive yield strength of 1273 MPa and a
final strain greater than ≈30% at room temperature. After in-
creasing the temperature to 900 °C, the strong hardening ca-
pability could still be retained with a yield stress of 688 MPa,
which was attributed to the relatively slow diffusion and strong

softening resistance induced by lattice distortion at the elevated
temperature.

5. Transport Properties

5.1. Sluggish versus Fast Atom Diffusion

HEAs, like conventional alloys, utilize point defects, such as in-
terstitial atoms and vacancies, for atom diffusion, and the prop-
erties of these defects, including their formation and migra-
tion energies, govern the diffusion behavior of atoms in HEAs.
While lattice distortion can influence the energy landscape of
these defects, there is still some debate over its specific role in
atom diffusion.[135] Previous research by Tsai et al.[136] demon-
strated that the FCC CoCrFeMn0.5Ni HEA had a lower diffusion
coefficient than its constituent elements and Fe─Cr─Ni alloys,
and the corresponding activation energies, normalized by the al-
loy’s melting temperature, were higher. These elevated energy

Adv. Mater. 2023, 2305453 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2305453 (10 of 20)
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Figure 9. a) The dislocation configuration in the micropillar at a strain of 0.57%. b) The dislocation configuration of the Frank-Read source under the
heterogeneous strain field. The red and blue lines indicate FR sources with source lengths of 1500 and 2000 b, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector.
c) The process of cross slip and double cross slip. d) Many jogs appear on a dislocation benefiting from the multiple double cross slips. Reproduced
with permission.[24] Copyright 2022, PNAS.

barriers for vacancy migration were attributed to the mixing en-
thalpies arising from the combination of multiple principal el-
ements, which were implicitly influenced by lattice distortion.
Zhao et al.[137] conducted a more detailed study and found that
the BCC VTaCrW HEA had a wider range of vacancy formation
energies than FCC HEAs due to its larger atomic volume misfit.
The formation energy of vacancies that substitute V and Cr de-
creased in the distorted lattice compared with that in pure metals,
while there were higher fluctuations in the formation energy of
vacancies that substitute Ta and W. These results revealed a com-
plex diffusion behavior of atoms in a severely distorted lattice.

Recent research has yielded conflicting findings on the role
of lattice distortion in the diffusion behavior of HEAs. For ex-
ample, Zhao et al.[138] reported that larger lattice distortion, as
evidenced by the interatomic distance variation in BCC TiVTa,
led to lower interstitial formation energy, diffusivity, and higher
interstitial diffusion activation energy than in BCC TiVTaNb,
supporting the idea that lattice distortion contributes to slug-
gish diffusion. However, other studies have shown that lat-
tice distortion can accelerate constituent diffusion in differ-
ent HEAs. For instance, the mean migration energy of Ta
in BCC VTaCrW was even lower than in pure Ta;[137] and
faster diffusion of Zr was observed in BCC TiZrHfNbTa and
TiZrHfNbV HEAs compared to the geometric mean of their
constituents. This phenomenon was attributed to a lattice mis-

match 𝛿 greater than 3%.[139] In addition, the diffusion co-
efficients and activation energies of Ti in HCP HEAs, such
as HfTiZr, Al5Hf25Sc20Ti25Zr25, and Al15Hf25Sc10Ti25Zr25, were
found to be lower than in 𝛼-Ti. The higher 𝛿 and MSAD in
Al5Hf25Sc20Ti25Zr25 and Al15Hf25Sc10Ti25Zr25 than in HfTiZr and
FCC or BCC HEAs promoted the diffusion of Ti.[140] Despite the
ongoing controversy, sluggish diffusion in specific HEAs cannot
be ruled out and warrants further research.

5.2. Ultralow Lattice Thermal Conductivity

Thermal conductivity in metals is contributed by both elec-
trons and phonons, with the total thermal conductivity given
by 𝜅 = 𝜅e + 𝜅ph. HEAs have a significantly larger lattice ther-
mal conductivity 𝜅ph compared to their electronic thermal con-
ductivity 𝜅e, as reported by Jin and Bei.[141] Previous intensive
studies[142–144] have found that lattice distortion in an alloy greatly
influences its lattice thermal conductivity. Abeles developed a
point defect theory in the 1960s and attributed low 𝜅ph in chem-
ically disordered alloys to phonon scattering caused by atomic
mass and lattice strain fluctuations.[145] In certain HEAs, such
as the Zr─Hf─Ni─Pd─Sn─Sb system,[146] lattice strain-induced
scattering is much larger than that of mass fluctuation-induced
scattering. The ultralow lattice thermal conductivity in HEAs can
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Figure 10. a) MSADs for various MPEAs. The electron channeling contrast images for b) 5%, c) 10%, and d) 40% deformed CoNiV alloys reveal the
formation of nanosized planer dislocation substructures. Reproduced with permission.[29] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH GmbH.

lead to exceptional thermoelectric performance, which can be
evaluated by the figure of merit zT = S2𝜎T /(𝜅e + 𝜅ph),[142,144]

where S, 𝜎, and T denote the Seebeck coefficient, electrical con-
ductivity, and absolute temperature, respectively. The figure of
merit can be maximized by decreasing the thermal conductivity
while maintaining the electrical conductivity, provided that other
parameters remain unchanged.

Hu et al.[147] reported an ultralow lattice thermal conductivity
of ≈0.32 W m−1 K−1 at 900 K in a SeTe-based chemically complex
alloy. Due to lattice distortion, this alloy achieved a high figure
of merit zT ≈ 1.42. Recently, Jiang et al.[32,148,149] designed sev-
eral high-performance HEA thermoelectrics based on the strat-
egy of lattice distortion. By tuning electron and phonon local-
ization, they achieved a record-breaking figure of merit value
zT ≈ 2.7 at 750 K.[149] First-principles calculations revealed that
the shear strain components in a lattice distortion-induced strain
field are significantly larger than the normal strain components,
being consistent with experimental measurements[32] and re-
cent theories.[23] This contrasts with the early theoretical model
of Varvenne et al.,[59] which only considered normal strains in
the lattice distortion effect. Figure 12 shows the temperature-
dependent thermal conductivity of various metals and alloys with
distinct atomic size misfits. Less distorted metals or alloys, with
𝛿€< 0.3%, show higher thermal conductivities than distorted al-
loys with 𝛿€> 0.3%. Moreover, the thermal conductivities of the
former kind of metals decrease with increasing temperature,
which can be attributed to anharmonic scattering caused by ex-
cessive atom vibrations (e.g., the dynamic component of lattice
distortion).[150] Conversely, the thermal conductivities of the latter
alloys increase with increasing temperature, possibly due to the

lessening of lattice distortion caused by atomic size misfit (e.g.,
the static component of lattice distortion) at high temperatures,
as discussed in He et al.[28] and Wang et al.[119]

6. Irradiation Resistance

In general, irradiation damage can manifest as hardening, em-
brittlement, and swelling at the macroscale, as well as phase
instability and elemental segregation at the microscale.[141,153]

These phenomena stem from the formation, migration, and evo-
lution of defects under the synergy effect of irradiation condi-
tions and intrinsic microstructure. Thus, mechanistic research
on radiation-resistant HEAs has focused on the tailoring of de-
fect behavior. According to Refs. [33,141,153], reducing thermal
conductivity can retard energy dissipation during collision cas-
cade and facilitate recombination for vacancies and interstitial
atoms, which explains the lower extent of radiation damage pro-
duced in FeCoNiCr than that in conventional alloys (e.g., Ni and
CoNi).[33,141,153] The defect recombination process can also be un-
derstood from the migration energies of defects, which are a sin-
gle value in conventional alloys,[141,153,154] and have a distribution
in HEAs due to the distortion effect.[26,141,153,154] Consequently,
the overlap between the migration energies for interstitials and
vacancies produces strong interactions between point defects and
enhances their recombination, as reported in FeCoNiCr.[154]

In contrast to the 1D motion of small interstitial clusters
in conventional alloys (Figure 13a),[34,155,156] Lu et al.[34] found
that the migration mode of interstitial clusters in alloys with
large atomic size misfits is 3D, as evidenced by MD simulations
(Figure 13c). As a result, most of the interstitial clusters remain
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Figure 11. The atomic elastic strain mappings of two regions a) in and b) out of a slip channel. c) The STEM images of Ti50Zr18Nb15V12Al5 at the strain
of 9%. d) The enlarged image of the yellow-dot-boxed area in (c). Red arrows mark the dislocation tangles at the intersections of second-generation
channels. Blue arrows mark the dislocation pile-ups against the first-generation channels. Reproduced with permission.[25] Copyright 2023, Springer
Nature.

in the defect production region, facilitating recombination with
vacancies and/or trapping by other defects such as dislocation
loops (Figure 13d), instead of agglomerating in deep regions and
leaving a detrimental high-vacancy supersaturation in the shal-
low region (Figure 13b).[34] Recently, Chen et al.[157] applied DDD
simulations to investigate the irradiation hardening behavior of

Figure 12. Thermal conductivity of FCC and BCC HEAs, compared with
that of conventional FCC alloys (Ni, CoNi, and FeNi) and BCC alloys (Cr
and Fe). 𝛿 is the empirical parameter of atomic size misfit (see Section 2,
Supporting Information).[61] Data come from Refs. [141,151,152].

FeCoNiCr. They found that the heterogeneous strain field leads to
extensive cross-slips, suppressing the irradiation-induced hard-
ening by enhancing the capability of plastic deformation.[157]

Increasing efforts have been devoted to studying various HEAs
as potential irradiation-resistant materials for applications in nu-
clear industries.[33,34,39,158–162] The cross-sectional TEM images of
the damaged region in FCC FeCoNiCrMn and Ni irradiated by Ni
ions at 773 K are shown in Figure 14a.[34] The evidently fewer and
smaller voids in FeCoNiCrMn indicate better swelling-resistance,
as exemplified by Figure 14b.[39] Similarly, Su et al.[158] found ex-
cellent swelling-resistance in single-phase BCC AlCrFeV irradi-
ated by Au ions at 773 K, and attributed it to the large atomic size
misfit. Moreover, micro-and nano-scale mechanical tests (e.g.,
micropillar tests and nanoindentation) revealed that some BCC
HEAs, including AlCrFeV,[158] MoNbTaTiW,[159] HfTaTiVZr,[160]

Ti2ZrHfV0.5Mo0.2
[161] and W38Ta36Cr15V11

[162] show extremely
weak irradiation-induced hardening, compared to that observed
in Fe[158] and stainless steel[160] under the same irradiation con-
ditions.

7. Electrochemical Catalytic Properties

Elastic strains have been shown to play a significant role in
catalytic reactions.[163–165] Therefore, heterogeneous strain fields
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Figure 13. Schematic plot of a) 1D motion and b) defect evolution and distribution as a result of (a). c) MD simulation result of the trajectory of the
center of a four-interstitial cluster showing a 3D migration mode. d) Schematic plot of defect evolution and distribution as a result of (c). Reproduced
with permission.[34] Copyright 2016, Springer Nature.

found in distorted HEAs make them a promising candidate for
electrocatalytic materials.[166] The adsorption-free energy of al-
loys can be tuned by elastic strains, which can reduce the en-
ergy barrier against catalytic reactions (Figure 15a).[167] Addi-
tionally, lattice strains can lower the formation energy of de-
fects, which can lead to the creation of abundant defects such

as oxygen vacancies.[166] The center of the electron d-band can
also be regulated by lattice strains,[165] which is known to scale
with the adsorption energy of reactants and intermediates. Typi-
cally, an upshift of the d-band center results in a stronger metal–
molecule interaction, while a downshift leads to weaker binding,
as depicted in Figure 15b.[163] Due to lattice distortion-induced

Figure 14. a) Cross-sectional TEM images of Ni and NiCoFeCrMn after irradiation. The blue boxes highlight the voids regions. Reproduced with
permission.[34] Copyright 2016, Springer Nature. b) Surface step measurements of Ni, NiCo, NiCoCr, and NiCoFeCrMn after irradiations. Reproduced
with permission.[39] Copyright 2016, Elsevier.
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Figure 15. a) Hydrogen adsorption free energy (ΔGH*) versus tensile strain for the CoO {111}-Ov surface. The surface O-vacancy concentration on {111}-
Ov is ≈11.1%. Reproduced with permission.[167] Copyright 2017, Springer Nature. b) Energy diagrams showing the effect of tensile strain on the d-band
position of late transition metals. Reproduced with permission.[163] Copyright 2017, Springer Nature. c) The HAADF-STEM image and corresponding
strain map of Pt/Pd-containing HEA. Reproduced with permission.[174] Copyright 2023, Elsevier.

heterogeneous elastic strains, many researchers have focused
on developing HEA-based catalysts for various electrochemical
reactions, such as the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), oxy-
gen evolution reaction (OER), oxygen reduction reaction (ORR),
methanol oxidation reaction (MOR), and CO2 reduction reac-
tion (CO2RR).[168–174] While Pt/Pd-based catalysts show excellent
performance in HER due to proper binding energy, their high
cost makes mass production challenging. However, doping Pt/Pd
into HEAs not only greatly reduces costs, but also introduces
severe lattice distortion with strain (Figure 15c)[174] and tunes
the electronic structure, resulting in excellent performance and
stability.[168] Similarly, Ru and Ir can be doped with non-noble
metals to form distorted HEAs, resulting in various successful
HEA catalysts for OER.[168–170] For ORR, Pt-containing catalysts
are also preferred, and the IrPdPtRhRu HEA exhibits a low over-
potential and outperforms commercial Pt/C.[171] The catalytic ac-
tivity of BCC AlCoCrTiZn HEA powder for azo-dye degradation
was reported to be excellent, which was explained by the lattice
distortion-induced strains.[172] The Pt50Fe11Co10Ni11Cu10Ag8 film
was shown to be a highly active and stable catalyst toward MOR,
while HEA nanoparticles AuAgPtPdCu demonstrated enhanced
selectivity for CO2RR.[173] Moreover, it has been discovered that
lattice strains in multiphase HEAs can guide dealloying, enabling
selective etching of certain elements or phases to create a larger
surface area.[164,175–179] The resulting structure from dealloying
can also aid in adjusting surface lattice strains.[164]

8. Data-Driven Design of Distorted Alloys

In order to create effective distorted HEAs, it is important to
maximize the atomic size difference between constituent ele-

ments while maintaining their random distribution within a
common lattice. However, it is worth noting that when the
atomic size difference exceeds a certain threshold, such as 6.5%,
a single-phase lattice structure can undergo a transition to a
multi-phase structure, potentially leading to the formation of
precipitates.[11,61,180–182] Moreover, as the atomic size difference
continues to increase, surpassing a critical value (𝛿 > 8%), a dis-
torted lattice can collapse and transform into a metallic glass.
Therefore, the challenge in designing a distorted HEA lies in in-
creasing the atomic size difference while maintaining the stabil-
ity or metastability of its crystalline structure with a high degree
of chemical randomness.

In recent years, data-driven approaches, such as machine
learning and statistical methods, have shown promise in acceler-
ating the design of distorted HEAs. For example, Zhou et al.[183]

utilized a supervised machine learning model to study the syn-
ergistic effect of thirteen different design parameters on phase
selection in HEAs. They found that the atomic size difference
parameter 𝛿 plays a significant role in the formation of a solid
solution phase. Specifically, to form a solid solution, the atomic
size difference must be minimized, while the formation of amor-
phous and intermetallic phases is not sensitive to 𝛿. Huang
et al.[184] also employed machine learning models to predict
lattice distortion and phase stability in the Co─Ni─Cr─Mo─V
HEA system, as depicted in Figure 16. Interestingly, their re-
sults revealed that the electronegativity difference was more im-
portant than atomic size misfit in determining the lattice distor-
tion as quantified by the MSAD[184] in the Co─Ni─Cr─Mo─V
system, which merits further investigations. Additionally, Tan-
doc et al.[185] developed a physics-informed statistical model
to predict lattice distortion for refractory HEAs. This model
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Figure 16. Graphic illustration of the machine learning model. Reproduced with permission.[184] Copyright 2023, Elsevier.

established a linear relationship between root mean square
atomic displacement (RMSAD), as the measure of lattice distor-
tion, and the physical properties of interatomic bonding. The
authors[185] also proposed a simple expression based on RM-
SAD to predict the room-temperature yield strength of refractory
HEAs. These studies demonstrate the potential of data-driven ap-
proaches to accelerate the design of distorted HEAs with desir-
able properties.

9. Summary

To sum up, HEAs have been the focus of extensive research since
their introduction in 2004.[9,10] These materials possess a com-
plex chemical composition resulting in a unique crystalline struc-
ture characterized by lattice distortion. This structural feature has
a profound impact on various physical and mechanical proper-
ties of HEAs, including elasticity, yield strength, strain harden-
ing mechanisms, diffusion dynamics, thermal conductivity, irra-
diation resistance, and catalytic performance. In traditional al-
loys, lattice distortion is primarily caused by solute atoms, re-
sulting in a well-defined elastic strain field consistent with Es-
helby’s theory.[52] However, in HEAs, the lattice distortion ex-
hibits a highly fluctuating elastic strain field that can vary signif-
icantly from one atom to another, making it challenging to use
classical models to develop structure–property correlations. To
address this challenge, people have employed various atomistic
simulations and state-of-the-art experimental approaches to char-
acterize lattice distortion in HEAs and understand how it affects
the movements of crystalline defects, such as dislocations, from
the perspective of a rugged potential energy landscape.[24,60,126]

These studies have shown that the severe lattice distortion in
HEAs could lead to unique multifunctional properties that are
unprecedented in conventional alloys.

However, excessive lattice distortion can lead to lattice desta-
bilization, resulting in phase transition and even amorphization.
Moreover, lattice distortion can also be coupled with chemical or-
dering or CSRO.[64–68] In certain HEAs, such as the Elinvar alloys
Co─Ni─Ti─Zr─Hf─Fe, the formation of CSRO, as highlighted
in Ref. [119], may reduce lattice distortion, which is detrimen-
tal to the superelasticity of the HEAs. Therefore, it is essential to
comprehend the interplay between lattice distortion and CSRO
to advance the development of multifunctional HEAs. In our per-
spective, the key to designing multifunctional HEAs through lat-
tice distortion lies in maximizing atomic size misfit while simul-
taneously ensuring the stability of the distorted lattice. However,

these two objectives often conflict, resulting in a trade-off during
the design of lattice distortion-enabled multifunctional HEAs.
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